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2021-09-16- Fedora Tech Meeting
Time/Place
This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and slack chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 11:00am Eastern Daylight Time US (UTC-4)
Audio/Video Conference Link:  https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/88068382811

Meeting ID: 396 037 251
Find your local number: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/u/ad6Xb7q3ia
Join   on the "tech" channelfedora-project.slack.com
Self-register at: http://slack.fcrepo.org/

Attendees 
Danny Bernstein 
David Wilcox  
Jared Whiklo  
Peter Winckles 
Daniel Lamb  
Ben Pennell
Calvin Xu 
Michael Ritter  
Demian Katz  (out)
Geoff Scholl 

Agenda
Announcements
Webinar take aways?
Camel Toolbox Sprint October 4-8
Current Work / New Issues/Bugs

Camel toolbox
Calvin's external content issue
DMDINDEX xml metadata indexed to solr via cameltool box XPATH for item metadata

PRs:
https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/pull/1935
https://github.com/fcrepo-exts/migration-utils/pull/171
https://github.com/fcrepo/fcrepo/pull/1937

Large file uploads issue

curl: option --data-binary: out of memory 

Low hanging documentation tickets:
https://fedora-repository.atlassian.net/browse/FCREPO-3756 
https://fedora-repository.atlassian.net/browse/FCREPO-3751
https://fedora-repository.atlassian.net/browse/FCREPO-3573

Your topic

Tickets
In Review

type key summary assignee reporter priority status resolution created updated due

Please squash a bug!
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key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Tickets resolved this week:

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Tickets created this week:

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

Notes
Presentations upcoming at DLF, Access 2021, Squib. Proposal for Samvera Connect. Information gathering sessions starting this Friday, another 
on the 27th. Working to confirm a time for a non-North American group. 7 institutions are (hopefully) attending tomorrows. Hoping to hear from 
under-represented groups.
Good presentations. Some questions about metrics and migrating content. Will have a follow-up to get some more information. Will be sending 
out the video and the slides for anyone interested in reviewing those.
Camel Toolbox sprint (October 4-8), has a page. Mostly a testing sprint. Some bugs especially the external content one to be resolved.

Calvin and Danny working on support for external content with camel-toolbox, when using a redirect and the content is on a remote 
instance. Seems to have an issue with credentials for the remote instance. Able to index the migrated content, but unable to get the 
content in a specific file. No password on the remote source but still the redirect is failing.
PRs to be reviewed/tested
500 Server Error when PUTting a file using curl with the   (chunked) option and no Content-type header.-T

Some low hanging documentation tickets to be reviewed.
Issues with permissions and usability in the new Atlassian Jira. Reporter field shows a hash of the user id (we think), reviewer field does not auto-
complete. There is also an old Kanban board that appears as the default view for the Fedora project. It was for Fedora 3.6 and could be removed.

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration.
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